Forget overpriced schools, long days in a crowded classroom, and pitifully poor results. These websites and apps cover myriads of science, art, and technology topics. They will teach you practically anything, from making hummus to building apps in node.js, most of them for free. There is absolutely no excuse for you not to master a new skill, expand your knowledge, or eventually boost your career.
You can learn interactively at your own pace and in the comfort of your own home. It’s hard to imagine how much easier it can possibly be. Simply click a link and start exploring. Let me introduce you to the best sites to learn new things today. Folks, I have been a voracious reader all my life. But last year, I discovered the concept of reading books online for free with a purpose. I have been obsessed
with reading ever since, and I would like to share my discoveries with you. Here are 7 absolutely fantastic websites and apps that will teach you practically anything, from making hummus to building apps in node.js; most of them for free. Today we’re going to chat about learning new things on the Internet. Whether you are looking to learn a new skill, expand your knowledge, or eventually boost your
career, these sites will help you learn interactively at your own pace and in the comfort of your own home. It’s hard to imagine how much easier it can possibly be. Simply click a link and start exploring. Let me introduce you to the best sites to learn new things today. 1) EdX is an online university created by founding partners Harvard University and MIT. EdX offers interactive courses in science,
technology, engineering, social sciences, business, and humanities from top universities around the world. These courses are taught by top faculty members from the universities that design them, including Johns Hopkins University, Stanford University, Harvard University, UC Berkeley, UCLA, Columbia University ,The New York Institute of Technology, The University of Pennsylvania and many
more. 2) Coursera is one of the most popular MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) available. Coursera hosts over 10 million students enrolled in more than 2200 courses offered by over 180 universities worldwide. These courses are taught by leading academics who have contributed to many other MOOCs. 3) Khan Academy is an educational nonprofit created by Salman Khan , recognized around
the world as a teacher of talent and excellence . The mission of Khan Academy is to provide a platform for knowledge and learning for anyone, anywhere. 4) Code Academy is a free and interactive learning website created by learning experts and offering interactive courses in web development like HTML, CSS and JavaScript. All courses taught by experts across the globe. 5) Udacity is an online
product creation platform created to bring the world's top talent to the AI (artificial intelligence), machine learning, robotics and software fields. The focus of their course offering includes areas like programming, design thinking , algorithms , data analysis , cloud computing , mobile development and machine-learning . 6) Lynda.com is an online platform for professional training offered by LinkedIn
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